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About This Game

After the battle is over, someone has to cleanup the mess! Introducing Viscera Cleanup Detail: Shadow Warrior from
RuneStorm, a unique crossover mini-game that combines the worlds of Viscera Cleanup Detail and Shadow Warrior. Step into

the rubber soled shoes of the hapless janitor tasked with cleaning up Lo Wang's mess after a devastating katana battle in the
collector's temple from Shadow Warrior. Mop up pools of blood, dispose of body parts, and get the collector's gallery of

antiques in tip top shape as quick as possible! Successfully clean the entire temple and collect all the scattered cash to unlock
two Steam achievements!

Viscera Cleanup Detail: Shadow Warrior is free with purchase of Shadow Warrior.
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Title: Viscera Cleanup Detail: Shadow Warrior
Genre: Indie, Simulation
Developer:
RuneStorm
Publisher:
Devolver Digital
Release Date: 11 Oct, 2013

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 / Vista / XP SP3

Processor: 2.4GHz Dual Core CPU

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: 512MB Shader Model 3.0 Nvidia GeForce 8800 GT or AMD Radeon HD 3870

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 1 GB available space

English
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Don't waste your money. Even at bargain prices the game is dumb.. Great 4X-Game. If you ever wanted a SoaSE Sequel, here it
is!. Continuation of the series. There are still many different locations and interesting mechanics. Added new features, for
example, a first-person view. Still delicious for fans of the genre of shooting zombies.. pretty good game. Ah there we go. Now i
can leave a review xD

I absolutely love this game, the community is great and it's a great game to either play with friends OR random online people~ I
recommend this came to anyone who loves mario-party like games. I already put around 700 hours into the game~ <3.
DISAPPOINTMENT

1. Matchmaking sux:
- joining to match where opposite players have much more higher level,
- play 1 vs. 3.
2. Character is not learning, after few turns accurancy from 85% went to 56%.
3. Sniper class miss the target when has 100%.
4. Field of Fire Cover is on the whole team but the sniper:
- is not covering all team mates,
- is not shooting to all enemies in shooting range,
- miss over 75% of his shoots.
5. Few items to craft and buy in the shop.
6. Where are the maps which I saw in the game trailer ?
7. Devs are deaf,
8. Discussions are dead.. Basically space ship maintenance simulator. Stupid fun for such a simple game. I always wanted to be
Geordi or O'Brien and this game hits that fantasy.. Hello, I must apologies for this is my first ever review.

I have reached pretty far in the game, I will update my review on completion of the game.

  I barely got myself a Mixed Reality headset and was looking around the steam store when I came across this game before
release and thought this would be a pretty neat game. Compared to all the other games on steam at the time and now I still think
this game is one of the most well made on the steam market right now!

  So the game is a simple puzzle\/platformer and as you progress thru the game the puzzles become more difficult and rewarding
with very little to no hand holding\/tutorials form the game. As you progress thru the game you will have little interactions with
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the little princess as she wishes to reach the top of the tower. Best way I could describe her is that she is a spunky princess
thinking she can get up the tower all by herself.

  The game mechanics are crisp, clean and responsive. Be aware, for players that are starting out the game. Applying any
pressure on the touch pad activates the light making the princess move. I learned this the hard way and had my thumb rest on it
almost the entire time making simple puzzles more difficult then they necessarily needed to be. The problem with the controls
can be that if you\u2019re not careful you could accidently fall of the side of the cliff if you aren\u2019t aiming just right.

  I think what pleased me the most is that some puzzles can be solved in multiple of ways when you start thinking outside the
box and realize that you are playing in a 3D environment and that you can manipulate that environment to better help you solve
the puzzle even if it wasn\u2019t intended to be solved that way. The music is fun and fitting for the puzzles and I
couldn\u2019t stop grinning ear to ear when one particular song started to play on one of the puzzles. I will let you guess which
one it is!

The evolution of the platforming Genera with VR is amazing in this game and is definitely should be the first game you should
experience when playing VR! The puzzles can be difficult but fills you with a load of achievement when you discover a solution
for yourself!

  The only downside is the model of our main protagonist and how her cloths keep clipping thru her other than that. I would give
this game an 8\/10 a must try for those who are barely starting to play VR games and a fair price for a fun experience!
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The investor is haunting my dreams now.. Abandonware. Its been around for a while.. But its still an awesome game.. Amazing
modeling tools, texturing is nice too. But we need sizing object, layers and a decent export tools with texturing.
Keep dooing the good job guys.. Pro's:
- Full of lame jokes ("You remind me of my last girlfriend. All mouth, no action!")
- "Holy" Cow sensei has a Punjabi accent

Con's:
- Way too easy (except for the last level, which is a bit hard because of the camera/control issues)
- Only 5 levels - which can be completed within 10 minutes each.
- Repetitive enemies
- Terrible camera/controls
- Port from a mobile game
- No replay value

Then why I still recommend it? Well - because you must reach your ninjaness too, bro.. A game where you shoot balls into the
bosses mouths. Why wouldn't you like it?. Simply and easy to learn.. Not as good as Steredenn. Has an upgrade system for guns,
but no feedback on which ones are useful. Fiendishly hard, not because of good design, but because of oversensitive controls.
Very unforgiving, but not in a good way.. Made me kill my whole family.
good game 10/10

Update to 1.1.0:
Very nice upgrade indeed.

- Translated to JAPANESE!

- Better game performance, older computers can play this game better.

- Retro Mode added. Reach level 51 and you should find it in options from the main menu.

- Benchmark improved but, we are aware that going through the benchmark more than once it will return worst scores.

- Better particles system and graphics: It all looks tidier: now instead of lines we have smoke and fire coming out the vortex.
We can display even more particles at lower processing cost.

- Added: Warning to Asteroids field.

- Gamepad rebinder fix.

- Some other small fixes. Upgrade to 1.1.6:
New exciting upgrades:

Now fully compatible with Steam's Big Picture

Faster game-play overall

Some performance and graphic upgrades

Retro Mode enabled (fix)

Extra credits (to play more)

Small multi player difficulty game-play balance fixes

Some typos corrected
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Better tutorials

Small navigation fixes

Retro Mode. Patch 1.0.8:
Hello everybody,
We have updated again Vortex Attack!

Enjoy the free and better contents!. Patch 1.2.2:
Hey we did it again. We realized that online scores system would only work for 2015 so we were forced to update the game
once again...

So we used it as an excuse to improve a few things. Yay! 

We added button tags. We were very surprised that not many people played the FREE TOURNAMENTS. Which is
strange we as have very cool prizes and very enjoyable game modes. Maybe people didn't know about them as it didn't say
anywhere the word "TOURNAMENT".

Gameplay: Sectors 2,3, 4 and 5 are more interesting to play. Before they used to be, for some players, stages that they
had to go through to get to the real fun game, for expert players they weren't much of a challenge.

 We also made some small tweaks in the power-ups system .

 We updated some vortices' graphics and some really tiny tweaks in player ships.

  RETRO MODE: It has been made more accessible and authentic.
We added the retro mode button in the main menu. Previously it was hidden in options.

Note about this mode:
"Retro mode" in Vortex Attack changes the textures, transitions between stages, removes all modern hints and changes other
effects.
It changes the feeling of the game but, in reality, the game-play remains the same as the non-retro. So you can play and score for
hi-scores or tournaments.

 Beware! We will find a bug somewhere and we will end up upgrading again. Until then.... have happy blasting away all
those minions and scoring high! . Version 1.0.2 PATCH upgrades.:
With this new version, we have improved:

Game performance game remains playable in lower specs.

Power-up system thanks to the feedback from some reviewer.
We don't want luck to take a big part on this game, powerups are more suitable for each level and better distributed.

Level 42 mothership.
We noticed some of you got stuck there. We made it slightly easier but don't expect a walk in the country side.

Improved special ships (plus) graphics.

Improved scoring system: now bonus are not going to give you super high scores.
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Fixed lumergy and 1CC achievements.

Other smaller issues

Please let us know if is there anything else to fix, if you can find any! 

Enjoy & Thanks for playing!
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